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Agenda

1. Artificial Intelligence Primer

2. AI Driven Cyber Threats

3. Protection – What Can you Do?

4. Q&A/Closing 

Meet the Speaker

James E. Carpp, CISA, CRISC, CIRM, CISM
Chief Digital Officer

James.Carpp@rehmann.com
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Serving people and protecting futures are at the heart of 
Wolverine Fire Protection Co., and Rehmann empowers 
this multi-generational business to continue this legacy. 

AI PRIMER



6Search to Answer

Transitioning from a Google 
search paradigm to an AI 
answer paradigm.



7Paradigm Shift

Shifting from the need for 
the human to understand 
computer code to the 
computer understanding 
human natural language.



8Narrow AI

Rules based AI capable of 
doing some tasks requiring 
human intelligence with a 
narrow scope or domain.



9General AI

AI that aims to replicate human cognitive abilities, including reasoning, 
planning, problem-solving, and learning. Unlike existing AI systems that 
excel at specific tasks, AGI would have the ability to understand, learn, 
and apply knowledge across a broad range of tasks.



10Machine Learning

A subfield of artificial 
intelligence that uses algorithms 
trained on data sets to create 
models that enable machines to 
perform tasks that would 
otherwise only be possible for 
humans. It's a process of using 
mathematical models of data to 
help a computer learn without 
direct instruction, identifying 
patterns within data, and using 
those patterns to make 
predictions.



11Deep Learning

A subfield of artificial 
intelligence that uses 
algorithms trained on data sets 
to create models that enable 
machines to perform tasks 
that would otherwise only be 
possible for humans. It's a 
process of using mathematical 
models of data to help a 
computer learn without direct 
instruction, identifying 
patterns within data, and using 
those patterns to make 
predictions.



12Neural Network

is a series of interconnected 
nodes, or artificial neurons, 
that are designed to mimic 
the way the human brain 
operates. These networks use 
algorithms to recognize 
underlying relationships in a 
set of data, with each node 
processing information and 
passing it on to the next, 
much like how neurons 
transmit signals in the brain.



13Neural Network – How it Processes
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A large language model is a type of 
artificial intelligence system that has 
been trained on vast amounts of text 
data and is capable of understanding 
and generating human-like text based 
on the input it receives. These models 
are designed to perform a wide range of 
natural language processing tasks, such 
as text generation, translation, 
summarization, and question-answering.

Large Language Models
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Natural language processing (NLP) is a 
field of artificial intelligence that focuses 
on enabling computers to understand, 
interpret, and generate human language. 
It involves developing algorithms and 
models to extract meaning, sentiment, 
and context from textual or spoken 
data, enabling applications like machine 
translation, sentiment analysis, and 
chatbots.

Natural Language Processing (NLP)



16Generative AI (ChatGPT, Bing) - Defined

• ChatGPT is an AI language model developed by 
OpenAI, designed to understand and generate 
human-like text in a conversational manner.

• Generative AI is a type of artificial intelligence that 
can create novel content, such as text, images, or 
music, by learning from existing data without being 
explicitly programmed to perform specific tasks.



17ChatGPT - Training



18How Did We Get Here?

Advances in hardware – 
Quantum Computing

Larger pipes to push 
data – Fiberglass

Advances in software 
development



19AI - Timeline
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Data

Descriptive and Analytical

Predictive Analytics

Prescriptive Analytics

AI

AI Maturity Model

Small Data

Big Data

ML/DL

1. Data
• Needs to be in order to get started

2. Descriptive and Analytical
• Answer the What and Why

3. Predictive 
• Answers where a things  are headed

4. Prescriptive
• Answers what is next 

5. Value Chain 
• Start with the Data



21AI – Terms – Cheat Sheet

is the broad goal of 
autonomous machine 
intelligence.

Artificial Intelligence 

is a field of artificial intelligence 
that focuses on the interaction 
between computers and humans 
through natural language.

Natural Language 
processing (NLP) 

is the approach or the 
mechanism we use to achieve 
that vision. It's where the 
machine learns from data.

Machine Learning 

are an advanced artificial 
intelligence system trained on 
vast amounts of text data to 
understand, generate, and 
manipulate human language.

Large Language Models 
(LLM) 

is a technique for implementing 
and executing machine 
learning, particularly good at 
utilizing large volumes of data. 

Deep Leaning 

refers to artificial intelligence 
that can generate new content, 
from text to images, by 
learning from vast datasets.

Generative AI 
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AI DRIVEN CYBER 
THREATS
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.

Stuxnet



24AI Threats

Phishing Deep Fakes Malware



25Phishing
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1 Gain access

2 Build context

3 Know your pattern of writing

4 Know current events

AI - Information Seeking

5 Build convincing content

6 Strike

Information Seekers  have changed the game…



27Simple Steps to Protect

Look for Generic Greetings - Phishing emails often start with generic greetings like "Dear 
Customer" or "Dear Account Holder" instead of your actual name.

5
4
3
2
1 Check the Sender's Email Address - Phishing emails often come from email addresses that 

don't match the name of the supposed sender or the company they claim to represent.

Examine the Email's Language - Look for poor grammar, misspellings, and awkward language. 
Legitimate companies usually have professional editors who ensure their emails are error-free.

Beware of Urgent Requests - Phishing emails often create a sense of urgency, like asking you 
to update your payment details immediately or risk having your account suspended.

Hover Over Links - Before clicking on any links in the email, hover over them to see where 
they lead. Be suspicious if the domain of the URL doesn't match the supposed sender of the 
email.

Legitimate companies will never ask for sensitive information via email. 



28They Keep Trying…



29They Keep Trying…
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Deepfake Audio 

Deepfake audio is a type of 
synthetic media that uses 
artificial intelligence to generate 
audio recordings of people 
saying things they never 
actually said. 

Voice Cloning 

Voice cloning is a technique 
that uses machine learning 
algorithms to create a synthetic 
voice that sounds like a real 
person. 

Voice Phishing 

Voice phishing, also known as 
vishing, is a type of social 
engineering attack that uses 
voice communication to trick 
people into revealing sensitive 
information, such as passwords 
or credit card numbers.

Deepfake Video 

A deepfake video is a type of synthetic 
media where a person's likeness in an image 
or video is swapped with another person's 
likeness using artificial intelligence¹². These 
videos are created to make the manipulated 
content appear authentic.

Deep Fakes
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32DeepFaceLab
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34Synthetic Content
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Enhancing Cybersecurity 

AI has become a critical component of 
all aspects of cybersecurity, including 
threat detection, prevention, and 
response. AI-based solutions can alert 
admins of anomalous behavior patterns 
and detect zero-day threats and 
polymorphic malware.

AI-Powered Malware 

AI has become a double-edged sword as it can 
also aid in creating and spreading malware 
used in cyberattacks. AI-enabled attacks occur 
when threat actors take advantage of AI as a 
tool to assist in creating a piece of malware, or 
in conducting an attack.

Automating Malware 
Creation 

AI is being used by attackers to automate 
the process of launching phishing attacks 
and other malware. This allows them to 
scale up their operations and launch more 
attacks more quickly.

Increasing Threat Severity 

High-severity malware threats, which can lead 
to stolen data, loss of customer trust, and 
damage to reputation and brand, are up 86% 
year-over-year. Cybercriminals are taking 
advantage of the work-from-home trend to 
target remote workers and their company's 
data.

AI’s Impact on Malware

Source -
https://venturebeat.com/datadecisionmakers/dangerous-
malware-is-up-86-heres-how-ai-can-help/.

https://venturebeat.com/datadecisionmakers/dangerous-malware-is-up-86-heres-how-ai-can-help/
https://venturebeat.com/datadecisionmakers/dangerous-malware-is-up-86-heres-how-ai-can-help/
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Cybercriminals are also studying AI to use it to their advantage — and weaponize it

IBM’s DeepLocker – Sniper Attack



37Midnight Blizzard
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PROTECTION - WHAT 
CAN YOU DO?



39Back to the Basics
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Recover - Implement appropriate activities to maintain plans for resilience and to restore any capabilities or services 
that were impaired due to a cybersecurity event.

NIST Cybersecurity Framework

1

2

3

4

5

Identify - Develop an organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to systems, people, assets, data, and 
capabilities. This includes identifying physical and software assets, the business environment, cybersecurity policies, 
asset vulnerabilities, threats, risk response activities, risk management strategy, and supply chain risk management 
strategy.

Protect - Implement appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical infrastructure services. This includes protections 
for identity management and access control, awareness and training for staff, and establishing data security protection.

Detect - Implement appropriate activities to identify the occurrence of a cybersecurity event.

Respond - Implement appropriate activities to take action regarding a detected cybersecurity event.
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Incident Response 

In the event of a security 
incident, AI can help analyze 
the incident, identify the 
cause, and recommend 
steps to prevent similar 
incidents in the future

How Can AI Help?

Training 

AI can be used to 
provide cybersecurity 
training to employees.

Automation

AI can automate routine 
security tasks, freeing 
up time for security 
teams to focus on more 
complex issues.

Data Protection

AI can help protect 
sensitive data.

Threat Detection 
and Response
AI can help detect and 
respond to cyber threats 
in real time.

AI can enhance cybersecurity, it’s not a silver bullet.
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Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) is a cybersecurity technology that continuously 
monitors end-user devices (also known as "endpoints", like mobile phones, laptops, or Internet-
of-Things devices) to detect and respond to cyber threats such as ransomware and malware. 
EDR encompasses:

• Continuous Monitoring - EDR security solutions record the activities and events taking place 
on endpoints, providing security teams with the visibility they need to uncover incidents that 
would otherwise remain invisible.

• Threat Detection - EDR technology pairs comprehensive visibility across all endpoints with 
Indicators of Attack (IOAs) and applies behavioral analytics that analyze billions of events in 
real time to automatically detect traces of suspicious behavior.

• Incident Response - If a sequence of events matches a known IOA, the EDR tool will identify 
the activity as malicious and automatically send a detection alert.

• Integration with Threat Intelligence - Integration with cyber threat intelligence provides 
faster detection of the activities and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) identified as 
malicious.

• Managed Threat Hunting - Using EDR, the threat hunters work proactively to hunt, 
investigate, and advise on threat activity in your environment.

• Real-time and Historical Visibility - An EDR solution needs to provide continuous and 
comprehensive visibility into what is happening on endpoints in real time.

Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
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• Secureworks – Provides a cloud-native security analytics platform, Secureworks Taegis™, 
built on real-world threat intelligence and research.

• Artic Wolf – Provides a security operations center (SOC)-as-a-service, managed detection 
and response (MDR), and managed risk services. They aim to protect organizations by 
providing security operations as a concierge service.

• Sentinelone - Provides a security AI platform to protect the entire enterprise. Their platform 
unites endpoint, cloud, and identity threat protection for a seamless and efficient 
cybersecurity experience. They offer 24/7/365 threat hunting and managed services.

• Huntress - Provides a managed security platform offering services such as endpoint 
detection and response, antivirus protection, ransomware detection, and security awareness 
training. They use a combination of automated detection and human-powered threat 
hunting to find and stop hidden threats that sneak past preventive security tools.

• Crowdstrike –  Provides a cloud-native platform to protect and enable the people, processes, 
and technologies that drive modern enterprises. Their platform secures the most critical 
areas of risk – endpoints and cloud workloads, identity, and data – and leverages real-time 
indicators of attack, threat intelligence, and enriched telemetry from across the enterprise to 
deliver hyper-accurate detections, automated protection and remediation, elite threat 
hunting, and prioritized observability of vulnerabilities.

• Microsoft Defender - Provides advanced attack detections that are near real-time and 
actionable, enabling security analysts to prioritize alerts effectively, gain visibility into the full 
scope of a breach, and take response actions to remediate threats.

EDR - Vendors



44Humans Are Your Weakest Link
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• Do we have a firewall in place? A firewall is the first line of defense in network security.
• Are we using intrusion detection systems (IDS)? IDS can identify suspicious activity and 

potential threats.
• Do we have a secure VPN for remote access? A VPN can provide secure access to your 

network for remote employees.
• Are all our systems and software up-to-date? Outdated systems can have vulnerabilities that 

hackers can exploit.
• Do we regularly perform vulnerability assessments and penetration testing? These tests can 

identify weaknesses in your security before a hacker does.
• Do we have a strong password policy? Strong, unique passwords are crucial for securing 

accounts.
• Are we using multi-factor authentication? This adds an extra layer of security to prevent 

unauthorized access.
• How do we manage and monitor user privileges? It’s important to give employees access 

only to the information they need to do their jobs.
• Do we encrypt sensitive data? Encryption can protect your data, even if it falls into the 

wrong hands.
• Do we have a plan for managing and responding to security incidents? A clear plan can help 

minimize damage in the event of a breach.

Basic Tenants to Consider
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Q&A
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Read the 15 questions you 
should ask your IT Team

James E. Carpp, CISA, CRISC, CIRM, CISM
Chief Digital Officer

james.carpp@rehmann.com

Scan with your phone!


